
Archives & Archivists SIG Meeting

Wednesday, April 13, 2022; 3-4 p.m. MT, on Zoom

Facilitators:
● Dylan McDonald and Jonathan Pringle (Co-Chairs)

Attendees: 19

Agenda Items

Welcome/Introduction
Dylan opened the meeting with a general welcome and overview of the agenda. He did not recognize any
names of new attendees but encouraged them to introduce themselves if they were. Kathleen from
UNM-Taos Library is a new member and introduced herself.

Status of traditional land acknowledgment
Jonathan recognized the co-authors of the land acknowledgment. A couple of edits have been made after
consulting different SIGs and stakeholders. Northwest Archivists group contacted. Jonathan asked for more
information as they are looking to write one for their organization. Jonna Paden said that it was a very
collaborative effort. Brittany Garcia is excited that another organization is looking at using ours and is
grateful that our group came together to work on this. In chat, Jolene (CSWR) shares: “Here is a longer
land acknowledgement in a video delivered by Dr. Alicia Inez Guzman.  It occurs in the
https://www.516arts.org/programs/watch-listen/where-do-we-stand-dr-alicia-inez-guzman-on-the-history-of-
new-mexico.”

Archives & Archivists SIG website
For the moment, we do not have a page. Only two other SIGs have their own page redirected beyond the
NMLA landing page: Academic (Wordpress) and Bonds for Libraries (Wild Apricot). We would like at least
the minutes and land acknowledgement. Jonathan will reach out to Julia (our liaison) to ask how to get on
agenda to ask for our page. Kathleen pointed out that Wild Apricot has a hierarchy of permissions so that
access can be more specific for users for particular pages; permissions can move as committee chairs
change. Ryan Flahive suggested sending the land acknowledgement copy when asking for meeting dates
to be updated.

In need of a webmaster
We will need someone. Jenna in chat (to Jonathan) expresses an interest in co-sharing this responsibility.

General announcements
● Society for Southwest Archivists (Dylan): Number of registrations lower than expected, but room

block was set in 2019. If we or someone we know is thinking of attending, Dylan encouraged
registration sooner rather than later. There are about 40 unclaimed rooms in the SSA block, which
will result in a financial penalty.

https://www.516arts.org/programs/watch-listen/where-do-we-stand-dr-alicia-inez-guzman-on-the-history-of-new-mexico
https://www.516arts.org/programs/watch-listen/where-do-we-stand-dr-alicia-inez-guzman-on-the-history-of-new-mexico


● NMAO (Portia Vescio): NMAO partnership agreements are going to be sent out around mid-June. A
new logo has been added. She asked if people were interested in training perhaps in May or June;
she will send something out over the list-serv for a possible face-to-face training.

● Society of Southwest Archivists Annual Meeting 2023 (Portia Vescio): She will be sending out the
March minutes soon. Cindy has done most of the hotel research in Albuquerque. The choice is
narrowed to a couple of unique locations to give a Southwest feel: Hotel Albuquerque and the
Indian Pueblo Cultural Center.

● Chaco Canyon (Brittany Garcia): She provided context for the request for letters of support of the
proposed ban for drilling of oil and gas on public lands. She had sent out links through the list-serv
with letter templates but also provided her contact information in the chat if anyone had further
questions. In chat, Dylan mentions:Comments for Chaco can be placed at
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSd8517qsAhL3wLSY7XRO5ibSIfsKAD42Zl-6VqBqz3V0
r3IlQ/viewform. In chat, Anna mentioned: sierra club is on top of it as well. In chat, Brittany shared
the following: “This is the link to a shared file that has information on Chaco Canyon and the
proposed ban on new oil ad gas drilling
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1QP_F_RF-51pu1_65Hp0ojkfJDI-z0jNc?usp=sharing. My
contact information: Brittany Garcia Brittany.Garcia@ashiwi.org (505)782-7223. I'm also willing to
explain our process and help you create your own form for writing letters if that is something you are
interested in. Thank you!!! Every single letter helps!”

● Anna Uremovich: Updated HINTS database sent by NM State Archives.

Welcome to Cassandra Osterloh, Chair of the NMLA Local & Regional History
SIG
Original objective to provide presentations about conference area by non-library folks at NMLA Annual
Conference. Cassandra and others revitalized the SIG and have met once since they re-formed. Would like
to expand SIG objective so that the group will collect and disseminate information on local and regional
history. For instance, the SIG can be part of the upcoming NMLA 100-year anniversary. There was also
formerly a lot of historical organization information on the NMLA website before the website was changed,
and they’d like to keep that information up to date. They also discussed possible collaborations with
Historical Society of New Mexico, NM historical groups, NALSIG, Archives SIG. They are also considering
programming and professional development opportunities.

NMLA session proposal
Proposed ideas. Deadline is June 30, so we will have one more SIG meeting before the deadline to come
up with group proposals

● History of NMLA as an organization (possibly with Local and Regional History SIG)
● Institutional memory gaps from turnover: How can we as archivists minimize that loss?

○ In chat, Donna says: “I think it's important to make sure that even if we don't do a formal
interview with someone, we might seriously consider making sure that the info on how and
why we got started, the agendas and minutes etc get saved somewhere.”

● Experience of working on land acknowledgement statement

Wrap-up and next meeting

Next Meeting Information

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSd8517qsAhL3wLSY7XRO5ibSIfsKAD42Zl-6VqBqz3V0r3IlQ/viewform
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Our meeting frequency is BiMonthly (every other month). The next meeting will be Wednesday,
June 08, 2022, 3-4 MT

About the Archives & Archivists SIG
Our SIG aspires to be a Community of Practice: one that “grows out of a need for connecting with other
people who share the same issues, learning environment, and/or passion.” Our community is built on a
foundation of trust, respect, optimism, and intentionality. Please exercise these core tenets with other
members in all interactions, whether virtual or in real life.
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